-Kip Lines

:Jielen walked nervously onto the assembly floor with the
foreman, Frank. As he led her to her place on the line, he seemed
as nervous as she was. As they walked past the line, production
stopped dead and every male turned around to stare. A low,
respectful whistle rose into the air and Frank glared in the
direction it had come. He began to demonstrate Helen's job to
her. She imitated him to confirm that she had it right. He
nodded and retreated. "Back to work! Come on, guys, speed it
up!" The production line began to move again, and the men
sneaked glances at the beautiful girl on the wheel press.
At about 1:30, Frank stormed down the line swinging a
small scrap of paper. "Forty-five! The day's almost over and
you've only done forty-five boxes! I've got a contract for sixty,
and they had better be done by 3:00 or heads will roll!" The line
sped up. Frank walked up and down the line, furious that one
beautiful girl could keep the men from doing so much work.
Helen shone with sweat as she struggled to keep up with the
increased speed.
Time passed. Helen mastered her job, and the others
learned to wait to watch her until breaks. She expertly grabbed
two wheels and a mount, fitted hubs on them, and sealed them
with the press in one smooth motion. As she passed them on to
the next part of the line, she was already reaching for more
parts. The factory was noisy with machinery and chatter, but
Helen talked to no one. She seemed in deep concentration on
her task. Jeff, the line man, stopped by with a handcart piled
high with boxes. He opened one and started to refill Helen's
parts. "Hi," she said, and smiled hopefully. He blushed furiously, muttered "hi," and left so fast that he forgot his empty
box. Helen sighed and returned her attention to the press.
It was at lunchtime that the women finally did more
than mutter. Helen was sitting at her usual table, alone. Pat,
passing on her way to the microwave, "accidently'' jarred
Helen's chair. ''You better keep your claws off of Phil, or you'll
live to regret it," she hissed. She would have kept walking, but
Helen grabbed her wrist and pulled her back. ''Hear this! I
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don't want any of these guys, and I haven't done anything to
deserve this! Why can't I just be an ordinary person?"
"Oh, please! The way you go around flaunting yourself,
you're just begging for attention!" At this, Helen became furious. "Begging for it? Since I've started here, all the men are
afraid of me and all the women hate me, and what have I done
wrong? Do you know how many jobs I've lost because I
wouldn't sleep with the boss or because I was supposed to have
caused these pitiful macho fights? Do you know how it feels to
be snubbed for my looks, when I can't control them? It isn't
fair!"
''No, it isn't fair that you can just walk past Phil once and
he doesn't even see me anymore! Don't try to make me feel
sorry for you-one look and it's obvious that you've got
everything!" Helen's anger dissolved, and her face became as
hard as diamond. "I can't take this anymore. Somehow it has
to stop."
Six months later, Helen was back at her press. She
worked quickly and smoothly, expert at her job. Jeff came by
with a boxful of wheels. He smiled warmly. "Hi, Helen. Do you
need some fresh parts?"
''Thanks, yes. How's it going?"
"Good, thanks. A bunch of us are going out for pizza
after work-you want to join us?"
"I'd love to."
There was a new worker on the other end of the line, and
Jeff stopped to bring him some washers. The new guy was
staring down the line at Helen. ''What's somebody like that
doing here?" Jeff stiffened. ''That's Helen, and if you want to
stay healthy you won't say a word to hurt her."
"But why does she look like that?"
"She accidentally tipped one those portable add-baths
onto herself. I know it looks awful, but she really is a nice
person once you get past her appearance."

-Heather Murphy, 1st prize prose
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.9lnotlier .9lccomoc£ating .9lfternoon
The Coffee Mouths meet again.
There's bitter in both,
So neither can taste it.
The Coffee Mouths meet again.
Feigning intimacy
where there's no intimacy.
The Coffee Mouths meet again.
Soft sliding around.
Deep and shallow.
Prolonged or quick.
The Carpe Diem Mug
Warm beside the basement bed.
Fore-talk is over.
The Coffee Mouths meet again.
Flipping each other.
Taking turns
To be the dominating performer.
Then it is finished.
They lie unwinding
with limbs intertwined.
Tellin dreams to break silence.
The Coffee Mouths meet again.
He kisses her gently thank-you and goodbye.
And a lovely, long-tight
embrace
That squeezes out aching loneliness
Palliates longings for love
During the moment.
Justifying compromise for accommodation.

-Jess Kiefer, 1st prize poetry

-Jennifer Henry, Visual Art 1st Prize
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'Ifie :Ma~-up Qye~/n/)0
She was known to all
as the make-up queen,
Indeed, she was as made-up
as a man has ever seen.
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as an apple or a cherry,
and one-inch thick eye-liner
/ 1!
whose color did daily vary. ·
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She wore false eye-lashes
that were at least 2 inches long,
and the first time I saw that well powdered nose,
it forced me to break out in song.
Tanned to perfection
by three layers of base
her dazzle-do-dum lipstick
was the crown of her face.
And when she rose in the morningsuch grace to behold
as she emptied three cans of fashion gelat least, that's what I'm told ...
And her hair rises lofty,
and her bangs are curled just right
her clothes match the shades to perfection,
truly a God-send sight.
We hoot and aahh
as she glides along the street
Surely one as made-up as she
belongs with the elite
For beauty is found
in the things we hide well
and love is the item
that we put out for sale.
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'Waiting ...
Waiting is the hardest part.

"Patience is a virtue."

Patience may be a virtue
but waiting, waiting is the hardest part.

"Patience is the key to contentment"

says the clock with no handsPardon me, do you have the time?

"Patience is the art of hoping."

Pardon me, do you have the time?

There is no answer to your question
that is not a question, for
"Patience is puwer; with time and
patience the mulberry leaf becomes silk."
I don't want silk, I want the letter

The letter is in the mail

But I want it now

"Everything comes if a man will only wait."

The man did not wait
He left and now it is just me ... and her

You are angry at him?

No

"Patience and time do moe than strength or passion."

"Patience is bitter ...

but its fruit is sweet."

The clock with no hands ticks on
Wai ting ... is the hardest part.

-Kevin Luce

-Debra Ingram
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:Fig !Man
That old Italian garbage-picker. Saunterin' up and
down thestupidstreetineverytemperaturein that cool tangerine cream shirt he wears tucked into those earth-dirty, bag sag
trousers belted low in his bony hips. And that dusty gray cap.
He deserves to have somethin' wrote about him. He's on his
mission. He wants to cultivate the whole neighborhood. He
grew beautiful wine red tomatoes in our old flowerbed. Mom
let him plant there because all the flowers were dead anyways,
she was too depressed about Dad leaving to make it beautiful
again that Spring. I used to bring him cold water to drink on
heated days, and he said ''Thank you"-it was all that he knew
how to say.
I snuck around his house one afternoon. I had to see
what his own backyard was like. On my way back I passed the
side garage door. Old man's wife was in there-she never
leaves home. She was all in black, except her pale face and
wrinkly hands tied up in her pearly rosary. She collects all the
bottles her man gets out of the maggoty cans, puts them in that
big shiny brown plastic bag. The backyard was amazing. He
was growing all kinds of crazy things, planted around the
cluttered collection of thrown away things.
He stole the rusty red wagon I used to ride in. Just took
it from the yard. Butldon'tcare,causethenextdayhe brought
a basket full of figs to my house in return. And nobody ever did
anything so exotic at my door before. Everybody else got all
mad at him about the wagon. They saw him pullin' it down the
street with all the junk pieces and branches piled on. My
brother took a big axe to that old man, chased him away.
Nobody could understand his eccentricities. But I know that
that old man knows how to live. He's free all day, but working
hard. He's getting all dirty and sweating-just to pass the time.
I live far away from that neighborhood now. But I got
me a little fig tree-potted in a large clay Indian bowl. Painted
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all colorful and sparkly, sitting in the path of the little warming
sun beams coming through my own window. Reminds me of
that ancient Italian man. It won't grow no fruit, cause it's too
damn cold in here, but it's got those blackened green leaves.
Dark but radiant. And it is plain and beautiful. I can even see
it in nightly darkness by the faint silvery moon rays that poke
through the blind. And it keeps me thinking-all night long.

-Marva

'Trapped in a Lone{y 'Dimension
The interminable nightmare,
The loss of verbal communication,
But Helen was not oblivious to her surroundings.
Exiled from life,
Manipulated by forces unknown,
Indignant with the handicap that blocked out light and life.
An unobstructed heart,
A soul in trepidation,
All Helen needed was someone to mediate between herself
and the world.
Her mind was transfixed
In the inarticulate dimension of her mind.
A compassionate child,
Bland in expression,
With an impassive aversion to her teacher.
Blind to the light, blind to the world, and
To the ''Miracle" who could relinquish her emotion.
Compromising to learn,
An opening world,
Deprivation suddenly, consummately, disappearing.

-Debra Ingram
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((Jlnswer CJ'o 1(/iyme"
As the Poet unwound words of truth,
The vivid colors unfolded around
And the calm split the air;
The clouds and earth stared,
As behold there assembled a crown.
The crown took a long time to form
Because it was awaitng a day,
That all would be won
By the Poet's dear son,
And the crown had a new place to stay.
So listen, now, while you may
And look to the clouds and the earth,
For soon is a time
That life answers its rhyme
And the Poet will speak of new birth.

-Tonya Batterson

Sonnet 1
The silence is broken with battle cries.
The banner of pride on high is raised
in the same proud way filled with lies
it calls out, "to man be glory and praise."
The once dead heart swells in its redeemed state.
But tolerance is only for the true man.
The rest are left, ah but such is their fate,
One holy and true nation makes its stand.
These of courage are masters of the world.
Vengeance they teach to their son and daughter,
so that in the years that will unfurl
they can be sure of continued slaughter.
For these brave masters are God'schosen few,
but white only please, no niggar, no Jew.

Fisherman
-Danielle Bartone

-Val Howell
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10 X 10. (.fll.{most.)
Consider you, this great hall of many
mirrors. Images of your own likeness
everywhere. Would that one were a perfect
match to my own grey image. But mirrors
distort, tease and warp your own uniqueness.
I would leave the hell; If I were in search
of a mirror which merely imitates
my own flawed form. Instead I search for
that which complements my better features.
I don't want a match-I want interaction!

Lord Lift Me 'Up
0, the ache of my soul!
0, the desire for tranquility!
Lord lift me up
Envelop me in thy tender grace
This world so hateful
And so coarse,
My mind and heart
Are beaten sore.

Mike Beverly

2\pugli 'Wa{f&

Your unfailing love
Will surely prevail.
Can't take this world
So rotten,
So stale.
Receive this strain
Is all I pray thee;
Lord lift me up.
Take from me
This storm,
This rain.

Friendships often are found
climbing mountains and
walking through jungles.
Relationships are always
running to the Sun
trying to find the gold.
Is it right that something so
good is so hard to find?
And even once it's found
it's a roller coaster of times?
Friendships often are found
climbing mountains and
walking through jungles.

-Jody Sparks

-Ruthann Ward
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Love Poem
I'd rather be away from you
Than be with any other.
You fill my thou, define my I,
And make a do out of each tryMore dear to me than a brother.

There is a star in the sky.
Far be it from me to wish on it .
To wish is to bring back
pain and emptiness .. .
The pain of a hero long
ago forgotten.
A pain that won't let
tears come, but only
heartbreak.
The emptiness of a lost hope . ..
An emptiness that is
far worse than death.
Now as I look into your eyes,
I see a glimmera glimmer that is far
brighter than the stars
in all the heavens.
I feel the pain and emptiness
leave me as I look up
into the dark sky.
There is only one star.
It is you, my lost love.
Far be it from me to wish on
a star.

I'd rather lose you yesterday
Than keep a her tomorrow.
Your eyes are pools in which I drown,
I eat your smile and drink your frown,
Your blood-soaked thorns become my crown,
Your joy becomes my sorrow.
I'd rather far abstain from you
Than to partake of pleasure.
For happiness is more than highs,
The truth can give more joy than lies,
And all the beauty in your eyes
Is quite enough to make me wise
And glorify my leisure.
And yet I'd rather see your face
Than paint the face of beauty.
For real is far more more love than thought,
Body than mind and mind than heart,
What is surpasses what is not;
So do not end before we start,
There's time to love, time to embrace,
And time to kill for duty.

-Chuck Martin

I'd rather be with, keep, partake;
I'd give them all up for your sake.

-paladin
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Incoherence
I know not what I feel.
emotions, vexed and troubled,
surge within my breast, a storm.
I am stranded on a rock,
perched among crashing violent waves;
the sunny main is in sight,
and though there is a boat,
I am reluctant to embark.
The mountains sparkle with snow,
yet I fear ( or perversely long for?)
an icy death.
Or would the cold in fact revive me?
What is this light that wells up within my being?
Shall I shield my eyes to cheat Old Man Tuphlos ... or
perhaps I should drink, and see.
A diamond twinkles in the glow,
roses burn the purest flame,
a spark may be a tool or
left uncontrolled.
Ashes, ashes, then new green growth.
A ring of fire, a sacred flame,
darest I to enter in?
For I both long and fear to find my place.
And as for that place, shall I be one to share?
Pray shall I not retreat with pretended scorn
into some far and lonely mountain height.
Ah, I know not what tumbles in my breast,
do I take the staff,
do I pass the test?

-auffen-

•
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What is this that I have done?
I have become what I most despise.
I have nowhere left to run.
No longer can I see with mine eyes.
I have allowed myself to become
The One thing I always critized.
I am no longer myself, no longer just one
I have done the worst-to myself I have lied.
Can I no longer trust myself?
Are my thoughts no longer mine alone?
Am I playing with the cards that were dealt,
Am I reaping what others have sown?
I now listen and think with the rest.
I do not think on my own
I show conformity at its best.
I always thought I could stand alone.
But now the truth is out.
When I thought I was being different,
I was just a step behind the crowd
I was only doing & thinking what others had distorted and bent,
I have become my worst dreamI am a hypocrite!
-ONE DEAD POET-

:Framed %emories
wheels screech
voices sound
lives are lost
upon the ground
a casket is buried
a grave remains
memories are held
within a frame.

-Diana Dunagan
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Why, when we age
do we make our lives a cage?
I view a hobbler who has no dreams,
and life's fabric torn at the seemsAs youth we sink our teeth
into compromise and pleasure underneath
and rake our blood
as we chew upon the cud
of discovery.
As we grow older in our days
and realize that time decays
we stake our claim
on thoughts that maim
a flighty dream.

A spider on my ceiling kisses its shadow
while the mantis of my mind crosses the video desert
with the cartoon background.
Laying in my little white cube the violins begin to play
My eyes move across the room to the beat
and my heart grooves on the radio vibe in my mind.
the self-induced surrealism of my world takes me
away, like Calgon
sick of red lights that never tum
only a floating rock keeps me going
though the destination is unknown
my toes lead on

-Jeremy High

The offspring of our cumbersome work
lives in the shadows where weary lurk
to leave one disheveled there;
so beaten, they cannot share
a groveling passion.
So, when we age
we make ourselves this final cage
too discouraged to live
too much hope to die
so we merely exist & soon forget
our youth.

-Kevin Luce
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1\.?verend Ju[ian 'Thomas Iscaritz
I really didn't know what to say as the sun set. He had hit
me with a question that was, quite regretfully, too, as real as
grass in my mind. Who was I to tell him why? The thought of
his own pain made my heart just ... "sink" is the word for it, I
suppose. How could I know why some madman had taken off
with his precious, wheat-like child in bondage and tortured her
heinously for three days before he mercifully (Ironic diction, I
know.) ended her misery? He was just six days into the
nightmare. Even though a minister, I was as furious at God as
he. Why did He let it happen? I couldn't say, and confidentially,Idon'tthinkitwasfairor"just" asin theOld Testament's
own words. (How many times have I been told that life isn't
fair? There exists not a phrase that I more sorely abhor.) And
to proffer Job as an inspiration for strength? What comfort
could that extend, for God never gave Job a straight answer,
either. Besides, the Deuteronomistis a dying breed holding the
hand of the moralist. Hence, the murder of Mary. And in
succession, what explanation could a whole legion of men
called by Yahweh of Hosts extend for the united state of
America? Walk not as other Gentiles walk, in the vanity of their
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infinitely understood. Had He not experienced a loss in this
likeness? But, wait. Mary did not rise again in three days. How
could I open my bible with my name inscribed in silver and
quote forth, "His mercy endureth forever''?
Doth His mercy endure while a seven-year-old is photographed engaging in enforced abominations?
Doth his mercy endure while one of His own is shot on
Main Street at noon for $17.65?
Doth His mercy endure while the homecoming queen is
gang raped in the locker room after the dance?
In all my frustration, I was not qualified to comfort one
of my flock. I was to restore his faith in God! Oh, me of little
faith. Even in my honest doubt, I felt consumed by guilt. He
stood at me like the Grim Reaper holding the official document
of a universal truth.
The ministry of Christ. A noble, but tiresome mission.
I am His delegate. I am a leader of His children, but the valleys
of the profession often render me so black and I in front of my
congregation as cheerful as the people in cereal commercials.
Falsehood. They think I know-but the more I learn, the less I
do.

-Michael Blythe

mind ... who being past feeling have given themselves over unto
lasciviousness, to work all uncleanness with greediness. A continual

lust for more. Nothing could be closer to the truth. Melville
would call it the ''Natural Depravity of Man." I merely dub it
"Essential Human Selfishness." I don't intend for it to be taken
as a term for a universal psychological disorder. I'm not in that
business. But, as I looked around the paneled room, I realized
that he sought that in me. In me! He trusted me to be his
counselor, to feel with him, to provide answers, but how could
I climb into the chambers of his mind and comprehend a trial
that I had not endured? (For that matter, how could he endure
a trial that he had not comprehended?) I felt as ifl was cheating
him. Curiously, it did not occur to me that God the Father

jade-blue fingers of light
descend with purpose, not direction,
through layers of emotion
that find me begging to God.

-Richard Harrison
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:You
I need to leave you
I need to get away
I know you too well
A mix, combined haphazardly
The bond cannot be broken
No words to be spoken
We are one forever
Though we do not like each other
You are different
You are not me
But you will never leave
We have been interweaved
I hate to love you
You know I know you know
Oh death sentence without trial
We had no choice
We had no voice
You cannot flee
You stay with me
I do not want you here
I see you in the mirror
How do you tell yourself to go away?

In days of great antiquity,
There came a dread calamity,
That, had its force on Nature fixed,
It could have moved the River Styx.
'Twas the Great English Vowel Shift of twelve-hundred-six.
The nobles all were overwrought,
The commoners were much distraught.
For they'd gone to sleep on that fell night,
And when they woke, they're tongues weren't right!
And what could all their sounds thus mix?
Naught, save the Great English Vowel Shift of A.D. 1206.
Their mouths, you see, were overcrowded,
Their tongues all twisted, turned, and knotted.
They had seven long vowels (two above norm)
And their poor tired palates just couldn't perform!
And what could their communicative problem fix?
Nothing but the Great English Vowel Shift of 1206.
For the dipthongs came in,
And said with a grin,
''If you'll come to the center,
We'll make it all better!"
Now the seven are five, and the language can thrive,
Because of the Great English Vowel Shift
of twelve-hundred-five ... or six.

-David Richards
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Out in a clearing
Just outside of New Hope, half mile
Deep inside Hobson' s woods
Yes, it took a while, but they found her

This is the place,
where the dead go to die.
This is the place,
an al tar on high.
This is the place,
on this dias of stone.
This is the place,
Where knife crunches through bone.
This is the place,
on this stone in the shade.
This is the place,
Where man's sins are paid.
This is the place,
Where blood freely flows.
This is the place,
where the offering goes.
This is the place,
where men shiver and cower.
This is the place,
sacrificed on the hour.
This is the place,
that haunts men's dreams.
This is the place,
where silence is drowned by screams.
This is the place,
on this stone I lay.
But hey, It's a nice place to go
On a hot sunny day.

Oh, and I hate the sky
I hate the ground
And my life is running dry
Ever since her body was found
And you live your life like nothing happened
The way it was before
But I'll never forgive you
For making a cherub into a whore
You saw her there naked
If you'll excuse the pun
And she ended naked
In more ways than one
A victim in the making
Yours for the taking
Your god is your stomach
And you feed its desire
While we all sink where there is no standing
We sink neck-deep in the mire
Oh, beautiful for spacious skies
This country is not free
The innocent battle an ignored foe
Killers such as thee
Fingers to the bone
We sweat our food
While the selfish gain
But not the good

-Jeremy High

-Missi Trotter
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A lonely wood midst the forest stood,
Two eyes, two ears, one nose.
The trees, each one, stood straight in stature,
The way a good wood grows .
. . . . . . But long ago the forest was only pasture,
until one day a wishful wisher hap'd to walk its way.
Wish all granted, forest grew where field alone had been;
Trees with mouths and eyes and ears and noses grew that day.
The trees, each one, would laugh and sing,
Except one tree whose mouth the wisher didn't bring.
He only listened to the chatter
He'd ne'er expound a single matter.
Now trees are trees in any wood
And they'd include him if they could-or was it only
when they should?
The quiet tree amidst the vigor
Grew sad and longed to be much bigger
For then he'd be up with the clouds
And they'd not care if he were loud
He dreamed of floating without a care, Winds of laughter
surrounding him there.
And he'd join in with an easy grin, With the other clouds, he'd
dance and spin
But when he stopped
dreaming, the laughter would stop
Though his mind kept whirling.
For every dream-mere wishful thought.
He'd always
Forever be
a silent tree
of
mystery.

-Hohna Cass

-Jeremy High
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The loneliness of an empty heart
brings me to desperation;
I seek to find compassion,
a shoulder to cry on.
I'm a chess piece, the pawn,
expendable to the society
that's killing me,
trying to live in Divinity
in a world of sin
pulling me down
time and time again.
Father, come and take me from this place,
this wicked world by evil' s hand.
My heart is bruised;
by Christ's side I stand.
It's hard to live in Your Grace
in this time and place;
strongholds build up around,
by faith tom down.
My soul will not bound
until I hear Your trumpets sound.
-Jason O'Neal

On the corner of 5th & Maple
An old lady breaks down &
cries in the street because
She left her bag at the supermarket
lo
& they never bring the grandchildren to visit
ne
& the neighbors stare as she walks by
li
& Jesus doesn't talk to her anymore
ne
& her husband's been dead for eight years.
ss.

-Richard Harrison

Tear stains on piano keys
Lamenting what her fingers have not played
Her soul is in her music
Music is her soul
Her fingers are a prison
The music caged within
Hours of pounding notes
Still the music is enslaved
And can not be set free
Her soul is in her music
Music is her soul

Waves
Painted shadows in the night
running off the wall
Hardened leaves take lofty flight
& wrinkle as they fall
The wind blows hard & rips your toes
the waves sound so exciting
Yet pushed upon the rocks they crash
& look so uninviting.

-Kyrie

-Pamela Cavanaugh
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hazy humans in the working sun
seering grip of sweaty fingertips on wooden rods
friendly gnats hover closely in the sweltering blazes
scratchy thoughts to the tune of buzzy fly songs
stifles air and oh . . . woozy vision
blank gestures crowding the soil
gotta hoe that brain
gotta ... gotta keep the world sane
rhythmic rows in the welcome dusk

Mon coeur
A rock
an ocean
a crooked line
a bird
a wolf's winter coat
wm-I...

reigning weeds
sneering dawnlight

a shell
cracks
contamination
faux naivite
a chocolate center
-out handles
split ends
IN ...

hazy humans in the working sun
-Hohna Cass

Day after Damnable day ....
I wear my path on the road of life.
Not really aware of my existence ...
I've become used to the repitition and monotony.
It seems that living is just superfluous
We all just plod our way and become use to
normality ... and loathe the abnormal.
Oh me, oh my, Oh LIFE - - To be free, to be one,
to understand, and want to make
the world better and friendly to all those
who like me can't set their souls Free!

a sewer
a demon
a child
faux perfection
a boundless bundle of energy
BEING .. .
cradled
burnt
stomped
brought back to Life
watered
fed
taught to walk ( and beat.)

- One Dead Poet -Charlie's Mistress
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Why do I have to prove myself to others?
Such a silly game I play.
I have no competitors but myself
and I'm the only one keeping score
and the score doesn't matter.
Try so hard to give people a part of me
but it's a part that isn't real sometimes.
It's a part that wants acceptance and love,
but I think I have to be something or someone else to receive it.
Don't think I can be loved or accepted as I am.
Oh, silly me! What a meaningless game.
I have to be real.
I have to accept and love myself JUST AS I AM
and not how I should be, could be, ought to be, or want to be.
But just as I am right now.
Whether I am happy or in sin,
comfortable or scared,
anxiety-stricken or at peace.
The condition of my heart or someone else's should not
determine my love and acceptance-but so often it does.
Change me, Jesus
Help me to see with Your eyes, for my vision is poor.
Help me to love with Your love, for my love has standards.
Help me to accept as You accept, for my acceptance is based
on judgements.
Help me to give as You give, for I take more than I give.
Mold me in Your form, sweet Jesus.

SPIIJYE/l(PO'E/M II
Can I 9-fe{p It If I 1'{y?
Said the spider to the fly,

"Can I help it if I spin?
What other house have I?
I build like all my kin."

But the fly said in reply,

"What of guests who enter in?"
Said the spider to the fly,

"Can I help it if I wrap,
When a morsel, flitting by,
Hits my home, disturbs my nap?"
But the fly would only sigh,

"And those who fall into your lap?"

Said the spider to the fly,

"Can I help it if I sting?
It's a painless way to die,
It's a sweet sleep that I bring."
But the fly began to cry,

"What a lullaby you sing!"

Said the spider to the fly,

"Can I help it if I dine?
After all this working, why
May I not regard it mine?"

-Strap

Said the fly, now lifting high,

"What you do is well and fine;
Can I help it if I fly?
Once and all, I bid goodbye!"

-<plAO~
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When I was sixteen, we had a hammock. On soft,
southern, October nights, I would venture into the backyard,
sink into the hammock, and ruminate on young love while I
watched my grandfather through the window of his little gray
workshop create yet another masterpiece of wood. Those were
days of lilac and peach. Even the pain was comfortable. I
always knew what awaited me the next morning. Cereal and
milk provided by Mother. The day gave me sun, rain, pattern.
I was so enveloped by dreams and ideals and romance and
capriciousness that I never once noticed the gentleman in the
dustcoat. Happiness was in the palm of my small hand, but I
had visions of it pirouetting ever a foot beyond the present.
How foolish are youngsters. We swing under the stars and
dream of the future, discarding thought of Cost and Anguish.
Somehow, we keep believing that there will always be a field
of cotton to buffer the falls. We can be so wrong. Youth is too
often cherished when we have folds in our skin and few bursts
of energy left. How I would love to once again experience the
simplicity of sixteen. To change nothing. Only to relive and
understand the grandeur of young youth -without wishing
for eighteen, nineteen, marriage. As time marches on, the plot
of every person's life becomes more intricate, like the schemes
of a cult discovered by one too deeply involved to escape alive.

Life
Someone talking
Confused realities
Someone watching
Drifting dreams
So called understanding
Wishes taken
Truly believing
Soul and heart
Someone searching
Complicated questions
Someone asking
Far too much
So much missing
Stories untold
Minds thinking
Right or wrong
Someone sounding
Unloyal justice
Someone crying
Sorrowful songs
Everyone's taking
Too much happens
No one's stopping
To say good-bye.

-Missi Trotter
- kiss me quietly, love for your tenderness already embraces my soul
and your desire captivates my heart.

-Melanie Glaser

never you mind those:
- kiss me quietly, love the whole world will hear.

-Richard Harrison
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'Iliorny Candy

Panorama

A LARGE GIRL SNAIL
WITH BROWN, BLOB SPOTTED ON MILDEW GREEN SKIN.
STRETCHING, PROJECTED OUT OF
A BLOODY HOUNDS-TOOTH SHELL.
SLUGGING MILKILY ALONG ON
WHITE AND PEPPERMINT STRIPED
SHARP, THORNY BRANCH CANDY.

Cobwebs fill my brain
Spiders dance on the coils of tissue
They tell me what to do you know
What? You don't believe me?
Really, it's true.
Tunnels fill my thoughts
Refugees escape through my ears
They speak to me at night you know
They see into my soul
Truly, I swear.

SHE'S ALL CURLED AND CONTAINED
IN THE UNSEEABLE TUNNELS OF HER HARD-SHELLED RESIDENCE,
LIKE A PRESSED DOWN SPRING TI-IA T HAS POTENTIAL ENERGY
WANTING TO HAPPEN EXPLOSIVELY.

Society fills my mind
They cackle like handmaidens in British films
They scream at me all day, you know.
They mock my every fear
Believe me, I know.

THIS SUGAR-LOVING, SUPER SENSITIVE,
ULTRA-VULNERABLE SKINNED
GASTROPOD
CONTINUES GLIDING STEADILY ALONG,
AWARE THAT DANGER PENDS NEEDLE-POINTED EVERYWHERE,
BUT IS DRIVEN ON,
CONTROLLED
BY A DESTRUCTIVE, OBSESSIVE LOVE
OF
CORROSIVE SWEETNESS.

-Jody Hartman

Bluebirds sing a gentle song
as a cool breeze
blows across the lawn.
You hold me tight
as we pray
for our tomorrow
for our today.

-Marva ·

-Heather Mann
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Was itme?
Was it you?
Change of heart?
How unfair.

The gleaming eye
The playful smirk
Turned only to a glance
What did I do?
What did I say?
And how it rips

Yet how it heals. ·

-Jenni Conrad

Once was laughter
Days with smiles
Change suddenly, no time
Where did it go?
Why did it leave?
And how it tears.

Winter
During the licorice hours of night,
an angel took his flight
Descending on bare branches,
he left Ii ttle remembrances.

Understand it
Never will I
For what's to understand?
Was itme?
Was it you?
And how it twists.

Do not worry, though,
for the sun will embark her flow
and then the crystal powder -will but a mem'ry be.

-Ruthann Ward

My heart, no toy
It seems bizarre
Was here, was gone, so fast
Change of heart?
How unfair
And how it cries
What did I do?
What did I say?
Where did it go?
Why did it leave?
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Wind in a Windmi{{
A lonely windmill
Standing on a hill
Forever turning,
Always yearning
For the wind to fill
As only it will
Its billowing sails
That needeth the gales
I, like the windmill,
Am standing so still,
Waiting for a friend,
A love that won't end.
-Ruth Elizabeth Lindauer

'Transcendent Cliaos
A confusion of leaves,
Neither rhyme nor reason.
Planets twirling, comets hurling
Big Bang knows not their curling.
Protons and electrons make their atom,
Our models describe what they cannot fathom.
Why does the earth hold one down,
While blindly speeding round and round?
We are so smart one does remark,
Yet dogs laugh at how we bark.
To bury our dead, we kill a pine
The tree to a heaven as high as thine?
To explain, they must, the phenomena
All one and the same, silly faux pas .
Einstein and Emerson, two theories that rival
Or if you prefer, open your Bible.
Theorems, laws, norms of behavior
More glimpses of patterns by a form inferior.
What we cannot know, attribute we must
Therefore create a God we believe to be just.
Our God embodies the philosoph missing link
Our God embodies what we cannot think.

-Kyle Kakae
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